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ART. V111.—T/1e Dinosaum'an Genus Oreosam'us, 111(17'8/1;
by S. W. WILLISTON.
THE genus Allosamms was 131oposed by Ma1sh in this
J0111'11a1 for November, 1871, for the type species,11.f7agzlos,
from Colorado, presumably Caﬁon City. His desc1iption was
as follows : “ This O'enus may be distinguished from any known
dinosaurs by the vertebrae, which are peculiarly modiﬁed to
ensure lightness. Although apparently not pneumatic, they
have the weight of the eentra greatly reduced by deep excavations in their sides.So111e of them have the centra 11ou1-g1ass
in form, the middle part being so diminished as to greatly
1ed11ee the strength. The vertebrae preserved are bieoncave,
with shallow cavities. The feet bones referied to this species
are very s1ende1'.A lumbar veitebra has its centrum 105mm
in length, and 8O”1m i11 least transverse dia111ete1'.A11 a11te1io1'
caudal? 85mm long, has its centrum so much constricted that its

least transve1se diameter1s 38““, while its a11te1'i01 face1s 90““
in transverse diameter.”
111 the following March, Marsh described in this Journal the
genus Oreosaurus, based chieﬂy, if not e11tire1y,upon a left
ilium collected by the plesent writer at Como,Wyomi11g.
It
will be obse1ved that at the time 01 the erection of the genus,
very little was known of the distinctive characters of Allo-

scm-rus, and, so far as the author of it knew there was no

reason for referring the ilium and other bones there'deseribed
to another genns—or at least Marsh gave no reason. In the
following January number of this Journ a1, occurs the following passage by Ma1s11,which,take11 in conheetion with subsequent Chan ges, is a little remarkable:
“ The genusAllosaurusIS typical 01 the 1amin [Allosamddca
later merged into 1.1109((losauridce] which also includes Creosa111'11s and Labrosaurus [Anm'odemus Leidy].
The ﬁrst
named genus presents some very interestind 1eatu1'es in the
rver'teblae and pelvic arch. The vertebrae 111st described are
remarkable for the reduction 01' the eentrum by constriction,
so that the necessary lightness is secured without' cavities in
the interior. This is 13110er in the lumbar vertebra represented in Plate X, ﬁgs. 3 and 4.”
From this it would certainly be inferred that the vertebia
ﬁgured was a type specimen, especially as it agrees in size and
form quite with the lumbar vertebra ﬁrst described, and upon
which the genus and species Allosaurus f/agilis practically
rests. In alater paper (this Journal, xvii, Pl. XIV), however,
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this 8667726 vertebra, used 110 22/1790 Allowance, 2'8 ﬁgured as
Creosaurus
The interesting fact remains that the authorof Ureosaurus
did not and apparently could not satisfactorily distinguish it
from Alloscoumwos and the name has remained in catalogues
and text-books as a sort of ﬂoating wreckage, that will neither
sink nor be cast up. The few eharactérs Marsh gave for
Oreosaumas, it is readily seen are of very slight value. The
ili11111,it is tr11e,is of somewhat different shape, as ﬁgured, but
even this difference may be due to i111perfect preservation, as
Marsh himself suspected. The only other things mentioned
by Ma1sl1 is the number of vertebrae in the sacrum of vely
little value as already demonstrated in othe1 genera of the
Wealden dinosaurs; the position of the transverse processes,
which I am conﬁdent will not prove distinctive; and the number of teeth in the premaxilla. In fact, then, nothing seems
to be known as certainly belonging to '07”608(‘lx'267”£68, except the
imperfectly preserved ilium ﬁrst described.
In the Kansas University expedition to Wyoming in the
summer of 1899, a number of bones of a carnivorous dinosaur

were obtained from a deposit in the Freeze Out I\Its., associated with remains of 1V07'08a117'us, szlodocus, Stegosaurus
and Antrodemus. These remains wereeat ﬁ1st unhesitatingly
referred to Allosazmms, and it is possible that some of them
may really belong with that genus. The numerous centra pIe—
served ee1tainly agree very closely with the descriptionbo'i'ven
Of the Allosa'cwrusverteb11e—b11t they also agree equally well
with the vertebra referred to Oreosaurus. bAside f10111 the
ve1tebree, howeve1, the1e were two seapulae obtained that
eeitainly show 11 generic distinction from Allosaurus, as I have
convinced mySelf from inspection of the scapula referred by
Marsh to that ge1111s,a11d ﬁgured by hi111'111 various places. It
1emains to beb seen, however, whether this scapula of Marsh
indubitably belongs with the bones ﬁrst referred by him to
Allosaumos. I do not think that there is conclusive evidence
of this. Associated with these seapulae in 0111' quarry, though

not in immediate juxtaposition, were two coraeoids, a humerus,

radi11s,claw bones, etc., all of which belong I think with the
same speeies,tl1ough from two animals. A11 ilium and femur,
obtained late1 from the same deposit by the Field Columbian
expedition, i111 all 131‘03013ﬂblllty belong with one or the other of
the two animals.
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I give herewith a restoration of the shoulder girdle and arm,
so far as the bones preserved permit. The portions outlined
are reproduced from Marsh’s restoration of the corresponding
parts of Allosmwus.
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The striking distinction from Allosamus, at once seen, and
clearly of generic value, is presented by the remarkably elongated and slender scapula. Its shape also is distinctively different in the proximal portion. The other bones preserved do
not seem to diﬁer very much from the corresponding bones of

Allosaurus.
The humerus appears to be somewhat more
curved, the radius is stouter, and the hand is probably larger,
relatively. This bird-like form of the scapulse is a feature
apparently unique among dinosaurs. Its shaft is of nearly
equal Width throughout 01' but slightly widened distally. The
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upper half is much ﬂattened, and the edges are thinned, While
proximally it is more trihedral. in cross-section, the posterior
border rather sharp, the anterior one more rounded and the
inner surface here more ﬂattened. Longitudinally the external
surface is convex, though less so, or nearly straight, in its
middle portion.
The age of the beds whence these fossils are derived, the
Atlantosaurus Beds 0f Marsh, I have no hesitaney in accepting as Lower Cretaceous. They were ﬁrst referred to the
VVealden by Marsh at the time of the discovery of the rich reptilian fauna in 1877, but afterwards wrongly placed by him in
the Upper Jurassic. I have always doubted this reference, and
their Cretaceous age it now seems to me to be sufﬁciently well
proven to accept Without question.
The character of the
reptilian forms present sufﬁcient evidence, I believe, to refer
them to beds equivalent to the Wealden of Europe, and the
evidence from the invertebrates is still stronger: “ The W'ealden
formation of England contains the greater part of the genera
Which occur in the Atlantosaurus Beds and is doubtless of the
same age. The two formations have similar lithological characters, and four of the genera Unio, Va-lvam, Planorbis and
Vimpmms—Which are represented in the two formations by
species having practically the same development, are not
known from older formations.”*
The name Atlcmtosmwus Beds, derived from a synonym, is

not available for them, and must be'replaced by Como Beds as

proposed by Scott, unless indeed, the determination is sufﬁ—

ciently exact to allow the name Wealden to be substituted.
* Logan, Kans. Univ. Quart, ix, 132, 1900.
University of Kansas, Lawrence.

